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Dear Croton-Harmon Students, Parents, Staff and Community, 
 
Although we are not together in our school buildings, I am amazed at how connected 
we continue to be.  Acts of kindness, outreach and love abound.  We are such an 
amazing learning community.  
 
To say these times are challenging is an understatement.  We hear words such as 
“unprecedented” or “unchartered territory” and they certainly do apply, but I choose to 
focus on two other words, “resilience and perseverance.” 
 
I have many proud moments to share: 

● Our students immediately embraced our eLearning and started their work. 
(Flexibility and adaptability) 

● It warmed my heart when a student emailed me to ask if they could get into the 
eLearning portal to start their work earlier than its opening launch.  (Initiative and 
self-direction) 

● I was overcome with joy when a student emailed me to thank me for coming in 
person to let them know we had to cancel our international exchange program 
trip. This was followed by another student who checked in to see if I was, “Ok.” 
(Empathy) 

● Our teachers have been busy considering how their lessons translate into online 
learning and putting them into the portal. I have been invited to join some of the 
Google Classrooms and have been thrilled to see how well they are functioning. 
(Problem solving, critical and creative thinking) 

● Our Child Nutrition Program staff have been preparing lunches for our free and 
reduced meal eligible students and this will continue throughout our school 
closure. 

● Our administrative team hand-delivered Chromebooks to students’ homes that 
expressed a need. 

 
I have highlighted several words along with these proud moments, as they represent the 
skills and attributes of the Croton-Harmon Profile of a Graduate.  As the Profile 

 



 

indicates, “the world is constantly changing and we must change with it” and that can 
only be accomplished with a solid skill set.  As I reflect on those attributes, they apply to 
our students, staff and community.  With each day we are offered the opportunity to 
strengthen that skill set. I take comfort in knowing that as an educational community we 
are looking out for each other and traveling this road together. 
 
I will close with a quote from Eleanor Roosevelt, “With the new day comes new strength 
and new thoughts.” 
 
Yours in Mission Possible, 
 
Deborah O’Connell 
 
Dr. Deborah O’Connell 


